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A. IDF,NhITY OF P1 TITIONEWDl CISION Bl LOW

Frederick Mitchell Detwiler requests this Court grant review

pursuant to RAP 13. 4 of the Lrnpublished decision of the Court of

Appeals in State v. Detwiler. No. 47169 -8 -II. filed May 17, 2016. A

copy of the opinion is attached as an appendix. 

B. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

1. The SSOSA statute provides a court with authority to

prohibit an offender from using marijuana as a condition of the

suspended sentence only if the offender' s marijuana use was - crime- 

related" or a known " precursor" behavior that led to criminal activity. 

I lere. the record does not show that Mr. Detwiler' s use of rnarijuana

was " crime -related" or a precursor to the crime. Yet the trial court

required Mr. Detwiler to abstain from using marijuana, even when used

for medical purposes and authorizes[ by a medical professional. Does

the Court of' Appeals' opinion affirming the condition conflict with the

statute, warranting review'? RAP 13. 4( b)( 4). 

2. A sentencing condition is unconstitutionally vague if it does

not define the violation with sufficient definiteness that ordinary people

can undcrstand what conduct is proscribed. Here, some of the

sentencing conditions stated that Mr. Detwiler could use controlled



substances obtained with a lawful prescription, while other conditions

stated that marijuana use was prohibited, without specifying whether

such use would be allowed if he had a lawful prescription. Mr. 

Detwiler believed these conditions allowed him to consume marijuana

for medical purposes as long as he had a valid '`green card Erom a

medical professional authorizing such use, The Court of Appeals

disagreed and held that even if Mr. Detwiler had medical authorization

for marijuana consumption, that was not equivalent to having a lawful

prescription. Although this may have been clear to the Court of

Appeals, it was not clear to Mr. Detwiler and would not be clear to an

ordinary person. Does the Court of Appeals" opinion upholding the

conditions on vagueness grounds conflict with the general rule that

conditions of community custody must be sufficiently plain to be

understood by the ordinary person? Should this Court brant review and

reverse'? RAI' 1. 3. 4( b)( 3). ( 4). 

C. STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Frederick Detwiler was charged tivith one count of rape of a

child in the first degree. CP 4. I -Ie pled guilty. CP 5- 14. The

prosecutor agreed to recommend that the court impose a Special Sex

Offender Sentencing Alternative ( SSOSA). CP 9. 



In order to determine whether Mr. Devtiviler was amenable to

treatment, Michael Comte performed a psychosexual evaluation and

proposed a recommended treatment plan. CP 52- 65. Mr. Comte noted

that Mr. Detwiler reported using marijuana on a daily basis from the

time lie was 15 years old. CP 58. Mr. Comte recommended Mr. 

Detwiler be prohibited from using marijuana or other mind -altering

substances. CP 64. But Mr. Comte did not state -----and there is no

evidence in the record to shoNv that Mr. Detw•iler' s rise of marijuana

contributed to the offense. 

At sentencing, the court imposed a SSOSA as recommended by

the parties and in light o#' Mr. Comte' s evaluation. CP 23- 24. The

court imposed an indeterminate sentence of 131. 9 years to life. 

suspending all but 12 months of the sentence and imposing a life term

of com13lunity custody. CP 23. 

The court imposed several sentencing conditions in various

portions of the judgment and sentence. Some pertained to the use of

controlled substances. In three separate conditions. the court ordered

that Mr. Detwiler was permitted to use controlled substances if lie had

lawfully issued prescriptions." CP 30 ( Appendix F): CP 31

Appcndix G); CP 35 ( Appendix 11). 



Yet other portions of the judgment and sentence contained

conditions prohihiting the use of marijuana Nvithout mentioning

whether a lawfully issued prescription was required. In Appendix G, 

the court ordered that Mr. Detwiler "[ cjomply Nvith all treatment

provider & CCO conditions & requirements." and stated that "[ t] he

treatment program shall include the requirements/ conditions set forth in

Michael A. Comte' s evaluation on pages 13- 14 and attached hereto." 

CP 31. The attached pages #i•om Mr. Cornte' s evaluation include his

recommendation that Mr. Detwiler " be prohibited from possessing and

consuming alcohol and mind -altering substances, including marijuana." 

CP 32. Likewise, in Appendix 1- 1, the court ordered: " Do not purchase, 

possess, or consume alcohol or marijuana.- CP 35. 

After serving 12 months in jail, Mr. Detwiler was released on

October 10. 2014. 1/ 16/ 15RP 7. l [ is community corrections officer

CCO), Merriam Nichols. conducted a home visit on November 26. 

1/ 16/ 15RP 10. At that time. Mr. Detwiler informed Ms. Nichols that he

vas seeking to obtain a " green card" lrom his physician, which would

allow him to use marijuana for medical purposes. 1/ l6/ 15RP 10. A

green carol" is equivalent to a legal prescription.. obtained from a

physician, which authorizes the use of marijuana for medical treatment. 
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1/ 16115RP 10; see ch. 69. 51 A RCW, Ms. Nichols told Mr. Detwiler

she thought he was not allowed to use marijuana as a condition of his

community custody. 1116/ 15RP 10- 11. She said she would double- 

check his conditions and determine whether he was indeed prohibited

iom using marijuana. 1/ 16/ 15RP 10- 11. 

Later that day.. Mr. Detwiler telephoned Ms. Nichols and left a

voicemail message stating he had reviewed his conditions and

understood they did not prohibit him from using marijuana as long as

he had a. legal prescription. 11161] 5RP 11. Ms. Nichols did not return

his call. 1/ 16/ 15RP 17. 

Fhe nett time Detwiler and Nichols spoke was at his scheduled

report date at the Department of Corrections office on. December 3. 

1116/ 15RP 12. At that time, Ms. Nichols told Ms. Detwiler she had

reviewed his ,judgment and sentence and believed Appendix II. 

contained a condition prohibiting him from using marijuana even with

a legal prescription. 1/ 16/ 1. 5RP 12. Mr. Detwiler informed Ms. 

Nichols he had obtained a green card and had consumed marijuana on

two occasions. on .December 1 and 2. 1/ 16/ 15RP 13. 18- 19. 

Ms. Nichols discussed the matter with het- supervisor and

together they decided to take Mr. Detwiler into custody immediately. 
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1/ 16/ 15RP 13. Mr. Detwiler Nvas transported to ,jail. 1/ 16/ 15RP 13. 

He signed an admission horns acknowledging fie had used marijuana on

December 1 and 2. 1 / 16115 RP 15, 

Fhe State filed a petition requesting that Mr. Detwiler' s

suspended sentence be revoked. CP 37- 38. 

A hearing was held. Mr. Detwiler testified he had obtained a

valid green card from a physician at a medical clinic. 1/ 16/ 15RP 23- 

24. 1 le wanted to use marijuana as an alternative to prescription pain

medication. 1/ 16/ 15RII 23. Mr. Detwiler has suffered from chromic

back pain and migraine headaches ever since he jumped from a moving

car at the age of 18 and cracked his skull. CP 56. Mr. Detwiler

believed the green card gave him the right to use marijuana for medical

Purposes such as pain relief. 1I16I15R.P 24. 

Mr. Detwiler explained he had reviewed the conditions of his

sentence before obtaining the - seen card. 1116/ 15RP 25- 26. He

thought the condition in Appendix G. which states. -[ t] he defendant

shatl not consume controlled substances except pursuant to lawfully

issued prescriptions." CP 31. provided him with permission to use

marijuana ifhe had medical. authorization for it. 1116/ 15RP 25- 26. 
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Mr. Detwiler' s treatment provider was willing to continue to

wort: with lifin despite his use of marijuana on two occasions. 

1/ 16/ 15RP 33. 

Nonetheless, the trial court ruled it was " clear" from the

judgment and sentence that Mr. Detwiler was prohibited from using

marijuana under anv circumstances. 1/ 16/ 15RP 35. The court

therefore revoked the suspended sentence. 1/ 16/ 15RP 36; CP 45- 46. 

The Court ol' Appeals affirmed. 

D. ARGUMENT Wl IY RFVIEW SI IOUI. D BE GRANTI D

1. This Court should grant review and hold the

trial court did not have statutory authority to
prohibit Mr. Detwiler from using marijuana
obtained with a lawfully issued prescription as
a condition of his SSOSA— or to revoke the

SSOSA based on a violation of that

condition— because the condition was not

crime -related. 

G1. A scniencing court ingv prohib l an
of &rider 1!' 0171 11SI.ng 111ar1111ana ohtaincd
with a laiijid prescription as a condition

of'a SSOSA onl'v iJthe prohibilrorl is
crime -related. " 

A sentencing court' s authority is derived wholly from statute. 

In re Pers. Restraint of Carle. 93 Wn. 2d 31. 33. 604 P. 2d 1293 ( 1980); 

State v. Bahl, 164 Wn.2d 739, 752, 193 P. 3d 678 ( 2008). 
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1' he Sentencing Reform Act ( SRA) authorizes a trial court to

impose a Suspended sentence for certain first- time sex offenders who

are amenable to treatment under the special sex offender sentencing

alternative, RCW 9. 94A.670. If the court determines an offender is

eligible for a SSOSA, the court may order an examination to determine

whether the offender is amenable to treatment. RCW 9. 94A. 670( 3). 

The examincr' s report must include ``[r] cconlnicnded crime- rClatcd

prohihitioils and aflirmativC conditions." RCW 9. 94A. 67009(b)( v). 

the cxLlminer' s recomi» elxled crime- relLltCd Conditions ` must include. 

to the extent kno%\n, an identification of specific activities or behaviors

that are precursors to the offender' s offense cycle. including. but not

limited to. ctivities or Behaviors sl.lch as vievVing or listening to

pornograI111 Or use ofalcohol or controlled suhstanccs.- Id. 

If the offender is amenable to treatment and the court decides to

grant a SSOSA, the court imposes a term of confinement of up to

twelve months, suspends the remainder of the sentence, and imposes a

term of community custody " equal to the length of the suspended

sentence. the length of the maximum term imposed pursuant to RCW

9. 94A.507, or three years, whichever is greater." RCW

9. 94A.670( 5)( a), ( b). 
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The stalLite provides the court authority to impose certain

conditions 01' 01c suspended sentence." RCW 9. 94A. 670( 5), ( 6). 

First, the court must impose " IsIpecific prohibitions and affirmative

conditions relating to the known precursor activities or behaviors

identified" by the examiner in the proposed treatment plan. RCW

9. 94A.670( 5)( d). The court also has discretion to impose other

c1rime- related prohibitions." RCW 9. 94A. 670( 6)( a). Finally. during

the term of community custody, the court must " require the offender to

comply with any conditions imposed by the department under RCW

9. 94A. 703." RCW 9. 94A.670( 5)( b). 

RCW 9. 94A. 703 is the general statute pertaining to community

custody conditions in felony sentencing. Generally, that statute does

not provide authority to order ari offender to refrain froill ellga- Mo in

othei' vti' isc lLIWf' 1. 11 Lehavio1- durin con1mrmity custody unless the

prohibition is R( AV 9. 94,x`1. 703( 3)( 1) (-- As part ol' an- 

term ot' community custody, the court may order an ofFender to .. . 

cjomply «pith Lm\ 1 crime -related prohibitions."): Mate v. Riles. 135

1n.2d 326. 349- 50. 957 P. 2d 65 ( 1998), ovcrru[ Lcd ill part tail othcr

Oronnds N Statc N . Vilcnci i. 169 Wn2d 782, 239 P. 3d 1059 ( 2010). 

TM) limited e.\ eeptions exist in regard to rhe use of intoxicati]10
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SLIhslCrllCl' s. First. the COLlf' t May order the of lender to- j]']elraln from

1} ossrssil] () I- consuming Wlltn011c2d sLil-)SWIIccs except pLU' SUant to

lawfirlly issued prescriptions." RC' VG' 9. 94A. 70 3( 2)( c). Second. the

court r», ry order an oflcnder to "[ r] efrairl from consuming alcohol" 

durialg c-omrntulity custody, even if alcohol did not contribute to the

offense. RCW 9. 94A.703( 3)( e): State v. ,lone,,, 118 Wn. App. 199" 

207- 08. 76 P. 3d 258 ( 2003). 

Thus, a court imposing a SSOSA has statutory authority to

impose three kinds of conditions of the suspended sentence which are

relevant to this case. First.. the court has authority to impose "[ s] pecific

prohibitions and aflirmative conditions relating to the known precursor

activities or behaviors identified'" by the examiner in the proposed

treatment plan. RCW 9. 94A. 670( 5)( d). Second" the court may impose

c] rime- related prohibitions.'" RCW 9. 94A. 670( 6)( a). Third. the court

must " require the offender to comply with any conditions imposed by

the department under RCW 9. 94A.703." RCW 9. 94A.670( 5)( b). h1

regard to the use of intoxicating substances, RCW 9. 94A.703 provides

authority only to prohibit the consumption ol' alcohol. RCW

994A.703( 3)( e). or the cornsumption ol' mariju rna obtained without a

LMli.illy issued p1—CSCY1htion. MAV 9. 94A. 703( 2)( O. 
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In sum. the court hac] authority to prohibit Nilr. Detwiler ti,0111

using marijuana obtained %yilh a LiNviiil prescriphon as a condition of

OIC suspended Sefl( CnCe or7ly if his use of marijuana was a " i- Ilmvn

lMrecursor activitjyj or behavior" identified by the examiner, or if his

use o1 -,marijuana was RCW 9. 94A.670( 5)( a), ( b), ( d). 

A " crime -related prohibition" is " an order of -a court prohibitiM-3

conduct that directly relates to the Circumstances of -the crime. Cor whicll

the oClcndcr has been convicted." RCW 9. 94A. 030( 10). In order to

jLrstify a crime -related prohibition, the court must find and the record

must show that the conduct to be prohibited " contributed to the

offense."" State v. Julian. 102 Wn. App. 296, 305, 9 P. 3d 851 ( 2000). 

Here, the court acted without statutory authority because the

record docs not show that Mr. Detwiler' s use of marijuana was either

crime -related'" or a " known precursor' activity identified by the

examiner. '[' here is no evidence to show Mr. Detwiler' s use of

marijuana chreeth, contributed to the offense. Although Mr. Detwiler

admitted using marijuana on a daily basis fi-onthe age of 15. there is

no evidence to show that his use of marijuana induced him to commit

the crime or otherwise contributed to it. 



Likewise. the examiner did not identify Mr. Detwiler' s use of

marijuana as a " prectirsor" to the crime. The examiner recommended

that Mr. Detwiler be prohibited fi-0111 using marijuana, in order to

facilitate treatment and help him learn how to gain " control of his

sexual and other impulses." CP 59. But the examiner did not state that

Mr. Detwiler' s use of marijuana was a " precursor" activity or had

otherwise induced his criminal behavior. 

Thus, hecauSe Mr. Detwiler' s use of marijuana was neither

crime -related'' nor a known " precursor" to criminal activity, the court

did not have statutory authority to prohibit him from using marijuana-- 

obtained with a lawful prescription— as a condition of the suspended

sentence. 

h. The trial court obused its discretion in

revoking Mr. Detwiler' s sarspentled
Sentence. 

Loss of SSOSA is a significant consequence to defendants." 

State v. Sims, 171 Wn. 2d 436, 443, 256 P. 3d 285 ( 2011). A court

abuses its discretion in revoking a SSOSA if the revocation is based

upon an error of law. State v. Miller. 159 Wn. App. 911, 918, 247 P. 3d

457 ( 2011). 
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Che statute provides authority for a court to revoke a SSOSA

under only two circumstances. ' Flee court may revoke a SSOSA and

order execution of the sentence only if: (a) the offender violates a

condition of the suspended sentence. or (b) the court finds that the

offender is failing to make satisfactory progress in treatment. RCW

9. 94A. 670( t 1); State v. McCormick. 166 Wn? d 689. 698. ? 13 P. 3d 3? 

On the other l>,llid. ifthe offeucicr violates a condition ol' tlic

sentence that is nol a statutoril\ authorized condition ol' the suspended

ti 1Ztt 11CC. the depal'LmCnt m tV lnlpoSC other lesser SanCtiOilS. Such as

ordering the c) ITcudcr to scrvc up to 30 CILIVS in jail. RCW

9. 94A. 670( 1?): RCW 9. 94A.633( l). 

As discussed, the court was not authorized to prohibit Mr. 

Detwiler from using marijuana as a condition of his suspended sentence

as long as lie had a valid prescription for it. RCW 9. 94A. 670( 5)( a), ( h). 

W). Mr. Detwiler testified .lie held obt tined 111cdicL11 authorization lPoill

a physician to 11.SC 111ar1juana for the legitimate purpose of l-elievim) his

chronic pain. I /] 6/ 1 5RP 23: CP 56. Thus. hccuusc Mr. Detwiler did

not violate a condition 01 the susl) cndcd sentence by usiiI- Marijuana. 
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the court va5 not authol•ired to revoke the SSOSA haled upon that

iolation. RCW 9. 94A.670( 11); McCormick. 166 Wti.2d at 69$. 

1-- vcn 1 C the court w , ls not authori/ cd to prohibit h1r. DetNviler

ti'olll using nlal' lltlana In a lntivltll manmer as a Condilion of the

SUSIMICIed Sentence. that is Hot to lav the treatment prop ides- could not

rerluire Nir. Dct ilcr' s abstinence as a reasonable condition of

treatment. If _Mr. Detv ilcrfailed to male satisfactory progress ill

t1•e, ltlllen1, either Clue to his Continued use of marijuana, or Cor any other

reason, the court would have clad authority to rovokc the SSOSA at that

point. R C W 9. 94A. 670( 11 )( b). In other words. the Court v LIS not

without a means of ensuring- that Nlr. Detwiler' s use of marijuana did

not intcrferc Nith 1115 l rogrcSS ill ireatnlellt or his UltimtItc

rehabilitation. There i5 no Shove in'-' thLlt Nil-. Dct y ilcr' S use of

111 trijua.n1 contributed to the or relldered him an Immediate

c:klmn ), er to the community. The StatLltolW schelll l-eclIlil•ed. tllcrelore, 

that the court Jlot aCt pastil% in rcvoking the suspended sentence. The

Coul•t should hM' c 1—liNVII Nil'. DCM 1Cr 211 opj O1' tunity to dcJllon,41'atc

WIlCther he could ICWu Illy SUCeced in tret11111Cll1. 

Because the Court erred in rowkinL, Mr. Dem,11er' s SSOSA, this

Court should grant revleN% a11d rcvi:rse. 
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2. The sentencing conditions regarding the use of
marijuana were contradictory and ambiguoustD

to the ordinary person and therefore

unconstitutionally vague in violation of due
process. 

The " void for vagueness" doctrine of the Due Process Clause

requires that citizens have fair warning of proscribed conduct. Bahl. 

164 Wn. 2d at 752. U. S. Const. amend. XIV (" not- shall any State

deprive any person of life, liberty. or property, without due process of

law"); Const. art. I, § 3 ('" No person shall be deprived of tiro, liberty, or

property, without due process of law.") 

Washington courts apply to sentencing conditions the same

vagueness doctrine that applies to statutes and ordinances, with one

exception. Bahl, 164 Wn.2d at
753). 

Unlike statutes and ordinances, 

sentencing conditions are not presumed valid. Id. A court abuses its

discretion i r it imposes a condition that is unconstitutionally vague. J.—d. 

A sentencing condition is unconstitutionally vague iCIt ( I) does

not del -Inc the violation with sufficient definiteness that ordinary people

can understand what conduct is proscribed or ( 2) does not provide

ascertainable standards of gui It to protect against arbitrary enforcement. 

Id. at 752- 53; Kolendcr v. Lawson. 461 U. S. 352. 357. 10 3) S. Ct. 1855. 

75 L. Ed. 2d 903 ( 1983). "[ A] statute which either forbids or requires
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the doing of an act in terms so vague that [ persons] of common

intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its

application, violates the first essential of due process of law.' 

American Legion Post # 149 v. Dept. of I lealth, 164 Wn.2d 570. 612, 

192 P. -)d 306 ( 2008) ( quotation marks and citation omitted). 

In deciding whether a sentencing condition is unconstitutionally

vague, the terms are not considered in a vacuum but are considered in

the context in which they arca used. Bahl, 164 Wn.2d at 754. 

Here. the scrntencing conditions regarding the use of marijuana

Nvcre ambiguous and contradictory and were therefore

unconstitutionally vague. The conditions were " ambiguous" because

they " admitt[ ed] oCtwo or more meanings, of being understood in more

than one way, or of referring to two or more things at the same time." 

Webster'-, Third New International Dictionary 66 ( 1993). 

Four of the conditions. set forth in three separate appendices

attached to the jtudgment and sentence, specifically provided that Mr. 

Detwiler could use marijuana or any other controlled substanceas

long as lie had a lawfully issued prescription. Sec CP 30 (" The

offender shatl not consume controlled substances except pursuant to

lain°fully issued prescriptions."); CP 31 (" The defendant shall not

16- 



consume controlled substances except pursuant to lawiiilly issued

prescriptions."); CP 35 ("[ n] ot consume controlled substances or

alcohol, except pursuant to lawfully issued prescriptions"), CP 35

You shall not possess or consume any controlled substances without

a valid prescription frorn a licensed physician") 

Yet two other conditions provided apparently contradictory

directivcs. One condition ordered Mr. Detwiler to comply with Mr. 

Comte' s recommendations, which included that he " be prohibited from

possessing and consuming alcohol and mind -altering substances, 

including marijuana." CP 32. In another condition, the court ordered, 

Do not purchase, possess, or consume marijuana." CP 35. Neither of

these conditions specified that marijuana use was prohibited even if Mr. 

Detwiler had medical authorization. 

As stated, each condition may not be considered in a vacuum

but must be viewed in the larger context in which it was used. Bahl, 

164 Wn.2d at 754. When the numerous separate conditions, found in

disparate locations in the judgment and sentence, are considered in

juxtaposition, it is apparent they either directly contradict each other or

are at least ambiguous and conliisino. It is not clear to a person of

ordinary intelligence whether marijuana use is prohibited udder any

17- 



circumstances, or only when obtained without a lawfully issued

prescription. Because the conditions do not clearly state what conduct

is proscribed, then are unconstitutionally vague. Id. at 752- 53. This

CoLll't should grant review and reverse. 

E. CONCLUSION

This Court should grant review and reverse the revocation of

Mr. Detwiler' s SSOSA sentence. The trial court did not have statutory

authority to prohibit Mr. Detwiler fForn using rnarijuarna obtained with

medical authorization as a condition of his suspended sentence because

his marijuana use was not " crime -related." In addition, the conditions

regarding marijuana use were unconstitutionally vague because they

were not clear to an ordinary person. 

Respectfully submitted this 13th day of June. 2016. 

MAURLEN M. CYR (WSBA 28724) 

Washington Appellate Project - 91052

Attorneys for Appellant
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May 17, 20 16

IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

STATE, OF WASHINGTON

Respondent, 

V. 

DIVISION I1

FREDERICK MITCHELL DETWILER

Appellant. 

No. 47169- 8- 11

UNPUBLISHED OPINION

MAXA, J. — Frederick Detwiler appeals the trial court' s revocation of his Special Sea

Offender Sentencing Alternative (SSOSA). which was based on his consumption of marijuana in

violation of sentencing conditions. Detwiler argues that the trial court erred in revoking his

SSOSA because it had no statutory authority to impose conditions prohibiting marijuana

consumption and that those conditions were vague when considered together with other

conditions al lowing the consumption of controlled substances with a prescription. In a statement

of additional grounds ( SAG). Detwiler argues that the trial court erred in revoking his SSOSA

based on his marijuana use. 

We hold that ( I ) the trial court had statutory authority to impose sentencing conditions

prohibiting Detwiler from consuming marijuana because such conditions related to behaviors or

activities that were precursors to his crime and were crime related, ( 2) Detwiler' s sentencing

conditions are not unconstitutionally vague, and ( 3) the trial court did not abuse its discretion in

revoking Detwiler' s SSOSA based oil his stipulated violation of sentencing conditions. 



No. 47169- 8- 11

Therefore. we aftiirm the trial court' s order revoking Detwiler' s SSOSA and rc- imposing his

suspended sentence. 

FACTS

Between July 2007 and August 2008, when he was 18 and 19 years old, Detwiler

engaged in sexual intercourse with a minor. The victim reported the abuse in August 2013. 

Detwiler admitted that when he was drunk lie had touched the victim inappropriately. 

III June 2014, Detwiler pleaded guilty to one count of first degree child rape. Detwiler

and the Statejointly requested that the trial court impose a SSOSA sentence. 

Comte EVC lual8on

As part of the SSOSA evaluation process, Detwiler underwent a psychosexual evaluation

and treatment plan prepared by Michael Comte. Detwiler told Comte that lie had smoked

marijuana daily From when lie was 15 years old until the time of his arrest. 

Comte informed Detwiler that if the court ordered a SSOSA he likely would be

prohibited from consuming alcohol and marijuana. and Detwiler stated that he was fine with that. 

Comte' s report stated that abstinence would be a key to controlling his sexual impulses. Comte

concluded that a SSOSA might be a workable disposition if six specific recommendations were

implemented. One of the recommendations was that Detwiler be prohibited from consuming

alcohol and other mind- alterim, substances. including, marijuana. 

Pre- Senlence Rej)ort

The Department of Corrections ( DOC) conducted a pre -sentence investigation. Detwiler

told DOC that lie was intoxicated when he had intercourse with the victim, and attributed his

crime to being intoxicated. He also again stated that he had used marijuana daily from when lie

2
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was 15. DOC determined that one of the factors contributing, to Detwiler' s risk to rcotfend was

his chemical dependency. DOC did not support a SSOSA because of Detwiler' s moderate to

high risk of reoffending. 

C'ondilions of SSOSA Sewence

The trial court sentenced Detwiler to a SSOSA. The trial court imposed an indeterminate

sentence of 13 1. 9 months to life. suspending all but 12 months of the sentence and imposing a

life term of community custody. The trial court also required Detwiler to attend outpatient sex

offender treatment for at least three years. The judgment and sentence stated in two places that

conditions of his sentence were set forth in appendices F and G. The judgment and sentence also

included appendix H, which stated the conditions of community custody. Appendices F, G and

Il were attached to the judgment and sentence. 

The judgment and sentence incorporated several sentencing conditions regarding the

consumption of controlled substanccs and marijuana. Appendix F contained general sentencing

conditions. One condition stated, " The offender shall not consume controlled substances except

pursuant to lawfully issued prescriptions." Clerk' s Papers ( CP) at 30. 

Appendix G contained SSOSA sentencing conditions. One condition stated. " The

defendant shall not consume controlled substanccs except pursuant to lawfully issued

prescriptions." CP at 31. Another condition stated that Detwiler must "[ cJomply with a] I

treatment provider and [ community corrections officer] conditions [ and] requirements." CP at

31. A third condition stated, " The treatment program shall include the requirements/ conditions. 

set forth in Michael A. Comte" s evaluation on pages 13- 14 [ and] attached hereto." CP at 31. 

Onc rcgtriremeilt ort the attached page 13 « vas that " Mr. Detwiicr should be prohibited from
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possessing and consuming alcohol and mind -altering substances, including nuur Iumw. Random

urinalysis and polygraph examination should verify compliance." CP at 32 ( emphasis added). 

Appendix H stated the conditions with which Detwiler was required to comply during the

term of community custody. One mandatory condition stated that Detwiler could not " consume

controlled substances or alcohol, cacept pursuant to lawfully issued prescriptions." CP at 35. 

Other eon1niunity custody conditions included: 

13. You shall not possess or consume any controlled substances without a valid
prescription from a licensed physician. 

14. Do not purchase, possess, or consume alcohol or moj- juana. 

CP at 35 ( emphasis added). 

At sentencing, the trial court noted that Detwiler had to accept responsibility for the fact

that under the SSOSA. Ile would not be able to consume alcohol or drugs at all. '[' lie trial court

also stated that Detwiler would have to follow all conditions of his treatment provider, and

referenced Comte' s treatment plan set forth in pages 13 and 14 of Comte' s evaluation. Detwiler

signed at the bottom of Comte' s treatment plan, which included the prohibition against

consuming marijuana. Finally, the trial court expressly told Detwiler, " You are not to possess or

consume alcohol or any illegal substances[.] including marijuana.- Report of Proceedings ( RP) 

Aug. 15, 2014) at 32- 33. 

Revocation of ,SSOSA

After serving 12 months in prison, Detwiler was released from confinement on October

10. 2014. Before he vvas released, DOC reviewed Detwiler' s sentence with him and Ile initialed

a document stating that he had received a copy of the judgment and sentence and understood all

its requirements. As noted above. both appendix G and appendix H were attached to the

4
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judglT1ent and sentence. A condition in appendix G incorporated Comte' s recorrimcndation that

Detwiler be prohibited from consuming marijuana. and appendix H included a community

custody condition prohibiting the consumption of -marijuana. 

On November 26. Detwiler asked his community corrections officer (CCO) whether he

could smoke marijuana iFhe obtained medical authorization. The CCO said that he was almost

certain that Detwiler' s conditions prohibited consumption of marijuana, and told Detwiler not to

smoke marijuana until he clarified the conditions. Later that day Detwiler left a message with

the CCO stating that he could not find any prohibition against using medical marijuana in his

sentencing conditions. 

At a meeting on December 2. the CCO showed Detwiler the condition in appendix H to

the judgment and sentence prohibiting the consumption of marijuana. Detwiler then admitted to

smoking marijuana on the previous day. He later signed a drug use confession form stating that

Ile had smoked marijuana on December I and December 2. The State filed a notice of violation

based on this admission. The notice stated that Detwiler had failed to abide by court conditions

and had failed to abide by a CCO directive by c011suming marijuana. 

At the violation hearing. Detwiler stipulated to the alleged violations. I le testified that lie

had obtained medical authorization to use marijuana and had used the marijuana as an alternative

to pain medication. He also testified that he had reviewed his sentencing conditions and saw the

prohibition agairtst using controlled substances without a lawfully issued prescription, but did not

see the condition in appendix H prohibiting consumption of marijuana. 

Fhe trial court accepted Detwiler' s stipulation that he had violated the scntcncing

conditions prohibiting the consumption of marijuana. The trial court stated: 

5
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It was very clear in Appendix H. and in this Court incorporating ill Mr. Comte' s
recommendations specifically to the Judgment and Sentence that you were not to
consume marijuana. While there may have been a conflict in your mind about
obtaining some document that seemed to give you permission to do so, it is cleat- 

that, learthat, first off. "Mr. Detwiler should be prohibited from possessing and consuming
alcohol and mind -altering substances.. including marijuana." Whether it was legal

or not, you were prohibited, and random urinalysis would follow that to verify your
compliance. 

A] t the time I went over the conditions of the Judgment and Sentence and

Appendix H, it was very clear, no marijuana. That was reiterated in the Appendix
11. It was reiterated in Mr. Comte' s recommcndations. It was reiterated in the rules

that DOC set out for you after you were released. 

RP ( Jan. 16, 20 15) at 35- 36 ( quoting CP at 64). As a result. the trial court found that Detwiler

was not amenable to treatment. revoked Detwiler' s SSOSA, and imposed a 131. 9 month to life

indeterminate sentence. 

Detwiler appeals the revocation of -his SSOSA. 

ANALYSIS

A. AUTHORI Y TO PRC) I llBIT MARI,IUANA CONSUNIPT[ ON

Detwiler argues that the sentencing court lacked statutory authority to impose sentencing

conditions prohibiting him from consuming marijuana, and therefore that the sentencing court

erred in revoking his SSOSA based on his violation of those conditions. We disagree. 

Legal Principles

RCW 9. 94A. 670 authorizes a sentencing court to impose a SSOSA if the offender is

eligible under RCW 9. 94A. 670( 2) and based on considerations identified in RCW 9. 94A. 670( 4). 

Once the sentencing court determines that a SSOSA is appropriate, it imposes a standard range

sentence or an indeterminate sentence within the standard range and then may suspend execution

of the sentence under certain conditions. RCW 9. 94A. 670( 4), ( 5). 

6
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Before imposing a SSOSA on an eligible offender. the sentencing court may order an

evaluation to determine if the offender is amenable to treatment. RCW 9. 94A.670( 3). The

evaluator' s report must include recommended crime -related prohibitions and affirmative

coiulitions, including " identification of specific activities or behaviors that are precursors to the

offender' s offense cycle." RCW 9. 94A. 670( 3)( b)( v). Such activities or behaviors may include

use of controlled substances. RCW 9, 94A. 670( 3)( b)( v). 

In conjunction with imposing a SSOSA, a sentencing court has authority to impose three

types of sentencing conditions. First, the sentencing court must impose " IsIpecific prohibitions

and affirmative conditions relating to the known precursor activities or behaviors identified in

the proposed treatment plan." RCW 9. 94A. 670( 5)( d). Second.. the sentencing court may impose

several other specified conditions, including " fchime- related prohibitions." RCW

9. 94A. 670( 6)( a). Third, the sentencing court must require the offender to comply with any

community custody conditions imposed under RCW 9. 94A. 703. RCW 9. 94A.670( 5)( b). One

authorized community custody condition is that the offender comply with any crime -related

prohibitions. RCW 9. 94A. 703( 3)( 1). 

Under RCW 9. 94A. 670( 1 l ). a sentencing court can revoke the SSOSA suspended

sentence at any time during the period of community custody if the offender violates the

conditions of the suspended sentence. If the offender violates a sentencing condition that is not a

condition of the suspended sentence pursuant to RCW 9. 94A. 670( 5) and ( 6), DOC may only

impose sanctions against the offender. RCW 9. 94A. 670( 12). 

A sentencing court may only impose commrmity custody conditions the legislature has

authorized. Slote v. W(n-nock, 174 Wn. App. 608, 61 1, 299 P. 3d 1 173 ( 201 3). We review do

7
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novo whether the sentencing court acted with statutory authority. S'tcaie r. Johnson. 180 Wn. 

App. 318, 325.. 327 P. 3d 704 ( 2014). 

2. Precursor Activities or Behaviors

As part of a SSOSA sentence. a sentencing court must impose "[ s} pccitic prohibitions

and affirmative conditions relating to the known precursor activities or behaviors identified in

the proposed treatment plan." RCW 9. 94A. 670( 5)( d). Detwiler argues that Comte did not

identify marijuana use as a precursor activity or behavior to the crime of first degree child rape. 

and therefore the trial court did not have authority under RCW 9. 94A. 670( 5)( d) to require

Detwiler to comply with Comte' s condition that Detwiler not consume marijuana. We disagree. 

Comte did not expressly state that marijuana use was a precursor activity or behavior to

Detwiler' s crime. But Comte' s report noted that Detwiler was smoking marijuana daily during

the period that he committed the crime. Therefore, it can be inferred that Detwiler' s marijuana

consumption played a role in his offense. And Comte specifically concluded that abstinence

from alcohol, marijuana and other drugs was a key to controlling Detwiler' s sexual impulses. 

That conclusion formed the basis for his treatment plan requirement that Detwiler be prohibited

From consuming marijuana. 

Based on Comte' s report, consumption of alcohol. marijuana and other drugs was a

precursor activity or behavior to the crime for which lie was convicted. Accordingly. we hold

that the trial court had authorization under RCW 9. 94A. 670( 5)( d) to require Detwiler to comply

with Comte' s requirement that Detwiler not consume marijuana. 
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3. Crime -Related Prohibition

Detwiler also argues that the trial court had no authority to impose the community

custody condition prohibiting marijuana consumption because it was not a crime -related

condition. We disagree. 

Both RCW 9. 94A. 670( 6)( a) and RCW 9. 94A. 703( 3)( f) authorize crinie- related

conditions. A " crime -related prohibition" is an order " prollibiting conduct that directly relates to

the circumstances of the crime for which the offender has been convicted." RCW

9. 94A. 030( 10). A prohibition designed to prevent the offender from committing in the future the

type of crime for which he was convicted can be crime-related.. See Steric v. Riley, 121 Wn.2d

22, 37, 846 11. 2d 1365 ( 1993). 

We review a trial court' s imposition of crime -related prohibitions for abuse of discretion. 

Slow v. YT' rn•ren, 165 Wn. 2d 17, 32. 195 P. 3d 940 ( 2008). A trial court abuses its discretion with

regard to a sentencing condition if its decision is 111211ifestly unreasonable or based on untenable

grounds. Signe v. C' oa"bett. 158 Wn, App. 576, 597, 242 P. 3d 52 ( 2010). Generally, we uphold

crime -related prohibitions if they are reasonably related to the crime. Kt irven. 165 Wn. 2d at 32. 

As noted above, Comte' s report supports the conclusion that Detwiler"s marijuana use

was related to his crime. Comte stated that Detwiler had been using marijuana daily for several

years when he committed the crime of first degree child rape, and that marijuana use interfered

with his ability to control his sexual impulses. And the pre -sentence investigative report

identifies Detwiler' s substance abuse as a contributing factor to his crime. Detwiler admitted

that lie was intoxicated when he committed the charged child rape and that when he is

intoxicated he does things he normally would not do. 

I
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T lie record reflects that Detwiler' s use of marijuana was related to his offense. 

Accordingly, we hold that the trial court did not abuse its discretion in imposing a community

custody condition that prohibited Detwiler from consuming marijuana. 

B. VA( tt_'LNLSS— CONTRADIC' TORY CONDITIONS

Detwiler argues that even if the trial court had authority to impose a sentencing condition

prohibiting all consumption ofniarijuana, considered as a whole the Multiplc sentencing

conditions addressing controlled substances and marijuana are unconstitutionally vague because

they contradict each other. Therefore, he argues that the condition prohibiting the consumption

of marijuana is unenforceable and that the trial court erred in revoking his SSOSA based on that

condition. We disagree. 

Legal Principles

The Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution and article 1, section 3 of

the Washington Constitution require fair warning of proscribed conduct. This ensures that

ordinary people can understand what is and is not allowed, and it protects them from arbitrary

enforcement of the laws. , State v. Sanc°hef Vale Meier. 169 Wn.2d 782, 791, 239 P. 3d 1059 ( 20 10). 

A sentencing condition is unconstitutionally vague if it ( 1) fails to define the offense with

sufficient definiteness so that ordinary people can understand the scope of prohibited conduct, or

2) fails to provide " ' ascertainable standards of guilt' " to protect against arbitrary enforcement. 

Stale v. Bahl. 164 Wn. 2d 739, 752- 53, 193 P. 3d 678 ( 2008) ( quoting City of S'hokcrne v. 

Dou( la,s.s. 115 Wn.2d 171. 178, 795 P. 2d 693 ( 1990)). Similarly, a condition that allows the

1 Because we find no abuse of discretion. we do not address the State' s alternative claim that

Detwiler waived this challenge by pleading guilty. 

10
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CCO discretion to determine if the supervised person violated his community custody conditions

is unconstitutionally vague. Sanchez d' alencia, 169 Wn.2d at 795. And unlike statutes

challenged on vagueness grounds, there is no presumption of validity for sentencing conditions. 

Id. at 792- 93. 

Imposing community custody conditions generally is within the trial court' s discretion, 

and a condition will be reversed only if it is manifestly unreasonable. Bahl. 164 Wn. 2d at 753. 

However, the imposition of an unconstitutionally vague condition is manifestly unreasonable. 

Sanchez i'alencia. 169 Wn. 2d at 793. 

2. Sufficient Definitiveness

Detwiler focuses on the sentencing conditions that allowed him to use controlled

substances with a lawfully issued prescription. Although the possession ofsmall amounts of

marijuana has now been decriminalized in Washington, marijuana is a schedule I controlled

substance under lederal law. 2l U. S. C. j 812( c)( 17). RCW 69. 50. 101 ( d) defines a "[ c] ontrolled

substance" as a substance included in schedule I under federal law. Therefore, marijuana

remains a " controlled substance'
s

under Washington law. 

Detwiler claims that lie had a lawfully issued prescription for the medical use of

marijuana. But Washington medical marijuana statutes only allow a health care professional to

issue " valid documentation" authorizing the medical use of marijuana. RCW 69. 51 A. 030( 2)( a). 

The term " I v] al id docwnentation" means a statement that the patient may benefit from the

medical use ofmarijuana. RCW 69. 5 1A. 01 0( 7)( a). Nothing in the medical marijuana statutes

allow a health care professional to write a prescription for marijuana. And a person cannot

obtain a prescription for a schedule 1 substance like marijuana. Sce RCW 69. 50. 308. 
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Because a person cannot obtain a] n,esc7Ij) Iion for marijuana, the sentencing conditions

allowing use of controlled substances with a lawfully issued prescription do not apply to

marijuana. Therefore_ those conditions do not contradict separate conditions prohibiting all use

of marijuana. 

Arguably. the multiple controlled substances conditions could be confusing as applied to

marijuana in some cases. A sentencing condition is not sufficiently definite if a person of' 

ordinary intelligence cannot understand what the condition proscribes. Bahl, 164 Wn. 2d at 754. 

A person of ordinary intelligence may reasonably confuse a medical marijuana ` authorization" 

With a " prescription. 

Here, however, the record negates any such confusion. Comte recommended that

Detwiler be prohibited from consuming marijuana, and that requirement was incorporated as a

sentencing condition. And the trial court made it clear at sentencing that Detwiler was prohibited

from consuming marijuana. Finally, the condition prohibiting marijuana consumption

immediately followed the controlled substances condition in Appendix H. A reasonable

interpretation of these consecutive conditions is that the controlled substances condition

addresses substances other than marijuana for which a lawfully issued prescription could be

acquired, while the absolute prohibition related to marijuana. 

Because a lawliilly issued prescription cannot be issued for marijuana, the conditions

allowing consumption of controlled substances with a prescription do not contradict the

conditions prohibiting all use of marijuana. And the record shows that the trial court intended to

prohibit all consumption of marijuana and that Detwiler understood that prohibition. 

12
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Accordingly, we hold that the sentencing conditions prohibiting marijuana consumption on

which the trial court relied in revoking Detwiler' s SSOSA are not unconstitutionally vague.' 

C. RI; VOC TION OF SSOSA

In his SAG, Detwiler argues that the trial court erred in revoking his SSOSA for smoking

marijuana \-vhcn he had medical authorization to use marijuana for pain control. He claims

among other things that his therapist was comfortable with his use of marijuana for medical

purposes. We hold that the trial court did not abuse its discretion in revoking Detwiler' s SSOSA, 

Lander RCW 9.94A. 670( 1 1), the trial court may revoke a SSOSA if the offender violates

a sentence condition during the period of community custody. " A SSOSA sentence may be

revoked at any time if there is SUF lelent proof to reasonably satisfy the court that the offender

has violated a condition of the suspended sentence." State v. VcCoijmick, 166 Wn. 2d 689, 705. 

213 P. 3d 32 ( 2009). Revocation of a SSOSA based on the violation of sentencing conditions is

within the trial court' s discretion, and we will not disturb that decision absent an abuse of

discretion. Irl. at 705- 06. An abuse of discretion occurs when the court' s decision is manifestly

unreasonable or exercised on untenable grounds or for untenable reasons. Irl. at 706. 

I fere, Detwiler stipulated to a violation of the sentencing conditions prohibiting the

consumption of marijuana. Therefore, under RCW 9. 94A. 670( 1 l) the trial court had discretion

to revoke the SSOSA. 

It may seem harsh to revoke Detwiler' s sentence and re -impose his 131. 9 month sentence

for consuming marijuana with medical authorization. However. the trial court stated at

In his SAG. Detwiler asserts that the trial court erred in imposing a sentencing condition
prolzibiting the use ofinedical marijuana. We need not address this claim separately because we
have considered and rejected the same argument above. 

13
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sentencing that it.\ as reluctant to grant the privilege of a SSOSA sentence - i veil Detwilei" s

history and guarded prognosis. And the trial court made it very clear that it would revoke the

SSOSA for a single violation: 

K] Ilow this: You violate one term of my order, if I hear one word from the
community corrections officer that you had one sip of wine or one beer or one non- 
prescription illegal drug, you will spend 131. 9 months in prison. You get one shot, 
one opportunity to follow every rule, every condition by the aOmmunity corrections
officer, by the treatment provider and you have all ofthe conditions that I am going
to go over with you. So i don' t want there to be any surprise if there is a
violation.... I will send you to prison. I will revoke your SSOSA without another

thought. 

RP ( Aug. 15, 2014) at 30- 31. Given the trial court' s statements, it should not have been a

surprise to Detwiler that the trial court would revoke his SSOSA if he violated the prohibition

against consuming mari_luana. 

Further, when Detwiler questioned lits CCO whether he could use marijuana for medical

purposes, the CCO expressly directed him not to use marijuana until the sentencing conditions

regarding marijuana use could be clarified. Detwiler chose to disregard that directive and used

marijuana anyway based on his own incomplete reading of hisjudgment and sentence. 

We hold that the trial court did not abuse its discretion in revoking Detwiler' s SSOSA

based on his stipulated violation of the sentencing condition prohibiting consumption of

marijuana. 

CONCLUSION

We affirm the trial court' s order revoking Detwiler' s SSOSA and re -imposing his

suspended sentence. 

14
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A majority of the panel having determined that this opinion will not be printed in the

Washington Appellate Reports, but will be filed for public record in accordance with RCW

2. 06. 040, it is so ordered. 

We concur: 

t1cJ. ` • 

SUTTON. J. 
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